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ANNAX
Emotional Resonance / Evolution of Religions / Ships' Schools / Annunaki.
Annax: I am glad that I can communicate with you all again, I suppose there are so many more Earth people
here, aren't they present and radiant with listening curiosity, excitement, I feel all this. Despair? No, there is no
despair, we are here, there is no despair in the future of your planet, no despair, despair is unknown, is the past
but is also ignorance, do not despair, lighter heart, yes, I see more lighter hearted waves coming to me, I am
connected with you all a lot more than last time.
Q: It's amazing how you guys can tell what we're doing and things like that, so do you feel like a
collective energy coming back to you, like an addition of all the energies connected together?
Annax: Yes, a collective and also some prominent individuals with strong emotional energy field, some of them
are emitting strong emotions and these ones I see as little dots in the cloud.
Q: It's so exciting to hear that we are the people that you guys can tell that we are emitting a certain
frequency.
Annax: Emotions are frequency.
Q: Yes, and that's why it's so important to know how to deal with them because it can affect us
immensely.
Annax: Yes they do but not only your persons; they affect your environment and not only, they affect as well
anything you are connected to, near physically, or very far by resonance. If you feel love, and you send this love
to someone you miss who is on the other side of this galaxy, this person will feel the love. The same as anger,
when you think with anger and fear about a harmful and vindictive species living, for instance in Megopei, you
attract them because they feel a resonance with their anger. There, are the Maytra species, who are filled with
anger. They like to destroy, to assert their power. If you think about them and you fear them, and you think how
angry they are, you will create a channel and attract their attention. If you feel that anger to Arcturians and
Egaroths like me on Alnilam or on Meissa, the channel will be more difficult to connect because we do not feel
these emotions of anger, do you understand the power of emotional resonance?
You can replace emotions by a range of colors that you create, and then it is easy. If anger is red and love is
blue, Maytra are red, Egaroth are blue, if you think about the Maytra in red you create a bridge, if you think about
the Maytra and you are blue the bridge doesn't work, if you think blue to Egaroth blue, the bridge creates, if you
think red to an Egaroth blue the bridge doesn't create. It needs the same vibration, it needs the same frequency,
emotion, resonance, echo.If you feel anger, compassion can erase anger because compassion is love. That
doesn't need understanding. With compassion, you accept love without needing to understand the other that is
angry for instance, compassion is a great force and healer, and it heals everything, it settles peace, compassion
is fundamental.
Love is fundamental as well, but compassion is a different aspect of love. compassion takes in aspect the
tolerance of something you do not understand. When you have compassion towards a Maytra, because we are
taking about them as an example, you will accept that you do not understand his behavior, his heart, but you
don't need to understand, you just accept and be gentle with him and forgive him.
Compassion is our energy, our emotion, our life, if you decide to love a Maytra, this will trigger a response.
Compassion is an attitude, love is an exchange of energy. Love will send energy from your heart to the heart of
the Maytra, and you will receive it, he will not like it, he will refuse it, but there is a contact with love, there is a
bridge, a connection, even if he refuses it, it will reach the Maytra. Compassion no, he will not know that you have
compassion for him, but you will know, you have compassion for him, compassion is your attitude. Love is
something you send out, it will not resonate with him, it will not create a bridge, but he will receive the energy.
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That he chooses to respond or not, it is another fact, do you understand the difference between love and
compassion? We do not send love to the Maytra because they do not take it, but we have compassion for them.
Q: How do we start to trust our own intuition, especially when our intuition is saying something farfetched or hard to accept or out of the realm of what we think is possible?
Annax: This means your intuition is right, if your intuition is in conflict with what you are expecting, isn't that proof
that it is a true intuition? When you doubt, when you have a reason to doubt, it is because your intuition matches
your dreams and expectations, this is then very difficult to make the difference between a true insight and desire,
visualization, what can make it sure? It is a feeling, it is something you know, it is a certainty, if you doubt, it is
maybe just your desire, a real true intuition is very powerful energy because you connect with a future timeline
with a point resonance in another time frame. This feels very powerful, and you know it is not desire.
Q: At what point does the soul enter the fertilized egg, is it at conception or later during the nine
months?
Annax: It depends on the species. You are asking for the final humanoid species. The soul as you call it doesn't
come at fertilization, it comes after, when the avatar is developed enough to receive the being, which is
compressed to a molecular level. The soul comes after a few months of pregnancy, I do not know the exact
month because I am not specialized in humanoid fertility, but one thing I know, regarding any species, any
different species, the soul always comes when the avatar is formed enough, when the heart beats, some species
have different hearts, maybe two or three, but it has to function and allow a soul to come, this is what I know.
Q: What is light language and are there different forms of light language?
Annax: This is a beautiful question, I am delighted to answer, you all speak light language when you
communicate with your heart, light language is a communication that employs the frequencies of the universe.
When you speak light language, you speak the language of your heart, and whatever sound you put on it, it will
be your being expressing itself. To put sound on an emotion, it is not really emotion, it is a frequency, it is the way
everyone communicates. Light language is the language of the higher beings, on higher densities in this
universe, in this dimension. The way we speak it, as Egaroth, is by sound modulations. We do this with the back
of our throat, we have a little cavity at the back of our throat, at the base of our skull, we can produce this sound
which will be like whistling to you. This is the way we speak light language, and different species speaking
different languages will express light language in a diverse range of sounds and languages, so light language has
no alphabet, has no grammary, has no special language; it is the expression of the connection and the
communication with source, with light. If I speak to you in a light language, I am going to sing, to sing the
frequencies of my emotions using the energy of source, the vibrancy of light, it is a universal way of
communicating and whatever the words or the sounds you put on it, it is what it carries that is the light language,
not the sounds that you hear, that your avatar will produce, because when you are not incarnated in your avatar
you do not have the same sound.
Q: Religious terrans may have a difficult time questioning their faith, often being trapped in a less than
god state of being which makes it hard for them to find their own light and source of power waiting for
something outside them to save them. Does The Council of Five have a plan for religions to be
dismantled and for these group of Terrans to reconnect to the Source, without creating chaos in their
reality?
Annax: First we are not dismantling anything because everything needs to evolve to attain a higher state of
consciousness. Religions as they are on Terra need to transmute or dissolve into dust. We will not do anything
for this because it is the opening of consciousness of the Terran humanoids, who will perform this process. They
will awaken to a higher consciousness, and so they will see from above, abandon the religious systems who do
not serve higher consciousness or either follow these religions who have also transmuted. You know I do not
have good hope that the actual Terran religions will transmute into higher consciousness, because they are the
object of power, control. Religions are control tools, they control Terrans by fear. The Terrans are under mind
control and fear control. A priest for instance cannot access its own opening of consciousness if fear and power
ties him down. You Terrans have all access to Source, you do not need religions, you do not need priests, you do
not need any of this, certainly not books and dogmas to learn something that is within you. Reject anything that

tells you that you must kneel in front of invisible gods, or suffer to reach happiness in the after incarnation. This is
all made to control you.
These religions were first started around Envoys who didn't want this to happen. They were coming regularly
throughout Terra history to bring messages of unity, tolerance, compassion, love, peace. This was what they
were coming for, but this had so much ascendant on people that some powerful leaders decided to take this
opportunity to create religions and enslave people's minds, and this is still going on. This is very saddening to
see. So much blood was shed in the name of religion. You are born pure and magnificent, with innocence, all of
you. It is then that the controllers have bribed your minds. I believe you speak about Christian religion; this is a
big one for control. The Vatican is under dark control. Imagine for all those who love the Envoy Issa whom you
call Jesus, also, you want to follow his teachings, throw all the books, turn your back to priests. What was the
simple message of Issa? Just these words, what was he teaching, saying? This is all you need, you do not need
priest dogma books to understand and connect with his conceptual spirit, you need to just remember what he
was saying and be him, yourself, merge with him, be him, speak like him, do act, behave like him, this is what he
was showing you.
Q: So Annax describes for us your personal impressions of the differences between being an Egaroth
and Arcturian society.
Annax: Egaroth and Ohorai. I am part of the Council of Five and I work in the heart of darkness. Meissa is in the
Uru-an-na area: Orion. I chose to be there because I could fight and transmute the dark energy into love and
light, this is what we are doing, we are working at the balance of the space continuum, the web of universe in this
dimension, Egaroth are peaceful people, what can I say with the difference with the Ohorai people: Ohorai are far
from diplomatic involvement. Egaroth are very involved, we are from Alnilam or Meissa, Ohorai are from a star
system you call Arcturus, the bear in your language. They are working on spiritual levels and they are involved in
the Galactic Federation very much, in the Envoy program. There are a lot of Ohorai Envoys in the Terran people,
not that much Egaroth. We are not here for that, we are here to help the Council to upgrade the Terran species
by genetics, enhancing of the genome. We are those who work the most at this with Emerther. Ohorai never do
this. Ohorai are wise. Also, we look alike; but Ohorai have blue skin, Egaroth have brown skin. Egaroth have blue
eyes, or dark or clear, Ohorai have clear blue, silver, gold eyes. Sometimes they have white or blue hair, very
rare, this is the ancient colony. Egaroth have no hair, we have more humor than Ohorai, Ohorai are more serious,
I cannot think about other differences.
Q: Can children wear a Merkaba and jewelry or print?
Annax: Of course, it is advised that they do so, it is a better three-dimensional volume.
Q: Are we terrans doing enough to make our precious Terra free of the cabal and their controlling
entities?
Annax: you need to do more, you need to stand up more and stop being afraid my dear friends, stop being
afraid, nothing will happen to you if you say no, if you all say no. Do not fear. I was listening to the words of Thor
Han, my friend, coming back from the field of operation, he was saying this also. Terrans need to unite now more
than ever, stop disagreeing with each other, stop this and refuse anything imposed on you. You have the right to
do whatever you want, if it doesn't cause harm. You need more to stand up for your rights and for what you think
is right.
Q: Are there any ways to know or remember if you are being brought onto ships at night and if you are,
are you being taught or upgraded in any way to serve better here on Terra?
Annax: Yes, a lot of Terrans are brought on ships to be taught, especially children. We follow and we teach the
children of the bloodlines we have enhanced. These children receive Envoy souls from different origins. We bring
them when they sleep on our ships, and we teach them all their abilities. We remind them because incarnation in
an avatar of lower density blocks your memory, so we need to remind them, and when we activate memory,
memory is there, and they will use it. You think you dream; you do not dream. If you dream you are on our ship, it
is not a dream.

Q: Who or what are the ultraviolet angels, they clear negative energy, so is this a real group of angelic or
a false light.
Annax: ultraviolet is a frequency of light where the Nebu and originally all the species you call Gray thrive upon.
Q: When the bible speaks about Eve in the garden of Eden eating from the tree of knowledge, what is that
talking about? What exactly was or is the tree of knowledge, and what's the true story behind that fable?
Annax: Oh, it is a long story. It is a metaphor to remind you that the tree of knowledge is your Terran DNA. When
you activate it, you remember everything, you have access to universal knowledge. This female and male couple
are the two polarities necessary to activate DNA memory; positive charge and negative charge are required for
balance and to create. This is a message encoded in the tree of knowledge. Access to universal knowledge by
activation of DNA is true, now there is another story which has also been confused with this one, the story speaks
about Anunnaki coming to Terra, fertilizing female indigenous with their genome, this is a long story.
Terra had developed its own life forms, but the life forms were primitive, and they were about to evolve into
primitive creatures not destined to be humanoid, Creatures living half water, half land. Anunnaki came to
terraform Terra at their liking, they were not named Anunnaki at the time, they had another name. They came
back later while evolution had produced humanoids, very primitive, very tiny and hairy humanoids, but allotted
with intelligence. It was time they gathered their harvest. They came to mine mineral resources on Terra, that
they had prepared, but there was so much to mine, so they used local creatures as slaves. But slaves were not
very operative because not easy to control, so they bred them with their genome, the first female coming from
Anunnaki, the first hybrid coming from the body of other species, was Eve in your mythology, Anunnaki played a
lot with genome and genetic games until they found the right species. Tthis is why you have on Terra different
primitive strands of species, some of them have been stopped, you will never discover a natural cause to their
end because there wasn't a natural cause. They selected the best, the most performant of them all, and they bred
with this one, the most promising genetically. These worked as slaves workforce until the day when others arrived
and interfered. This was the start of the Great Terran wars. This is the story of the start of your humanoid actual
appearance. Anunnaki means human-like they are at the start reptilian greys. They are a species of their own.

